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Every week leaders across the country spend countless hours and dollars 
investing in kids and teenagers. Moms and dads hope their children will grow 
up with the kind of faith that transforms their decisions, enriches their 
relationships, and leads to a better future. 

That’s why the Just a Phase Project was created. It is a collaborative, ongoing, 
effort assembling classic and innovative research, with practical application. 
It synthesizes the work of national leaders and authors around the country to 
summarize and simplify… 
hundreds of hours of research 
interviews with licensed professional counselors 
surveys of more than 250 state teachers of the year 
countless conversations with age group ministry staff 
so the average parent and leader can understand kids better.

1) What you do for kids and teenagers is more important than 
anything else your church does. 

2) No one has more potential to influence a kid than a parent. 
3) A parent is not the only influence a child needs. 
4) What you say every week should reinforce what you want a kid to 

now about God at every phase. 
5) Every kid is made in the image of God and has the potential to do 

remarkable things.

The Parent Cue App helps every parent do something each week to help move their child toward 
a deeper faith and a better future. 

THE CUES 
As a parent, some of the most important things you do for your child don’t happen in a single day. 
You make small deposits in their life week after week—over time. That’s why the Parent Cue App 
gives weekly cues to help you make the most of the time you spend with your kid or teenager. 
These weekly cues will change with your child, staying relevant to their phase of life—from babies 
to high school. Each cue aligns with content developed by Orange, a non-profit ministry that 
creates resources for churches.

www.hvyknox.org/parent-resources


